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ABSTRACT 
Let Q be an alphabet on q letters. Let W : Z 1o - Q be a word such that each letter of Q occurs with 
asymptotic density and that these q densities are linearly independent over the rationals. Let P(rl) 
denote the cardinality of subwords of W of length n. We prove a theorem which implies that 
P(n) > n(q - 1) for every n. We further show that there are words W as above with F’(n) = 
n(q - I ) + 1 for every n. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let Q = { 1,2.. ~ q} be an alphabet of q letters. Let W be an infinite word on 
Q, that is a surjective map W : Z>O + Q. For any positive integer n the com- 
plexity number P(H) is defined as the cardinality of the set of vectors 
{( W(u). W(a + 1). , W(a + n - l))}r=,. We shall derive a lower bound for 
P(n) in terms of the irrationality degree of W. 
Let Di,,v denote the number of integers a with 0 5 u < N and W(u) = i. We 
say that t is the irrationality degree of W if t is the minimal dimension of a 
vector u’ for which there exist a t x q-matrix A4 with rational coefficients and a 
monotonically increasing sequence { Nll}Tz, of positive integers such that 
h 
lim &(D~,!(l).Dr,,(2). .D.v,,(q)) = GM. 
- 3L 
Theorem. In the above notation, let W he an injinitr ~zmdon Q with irrutionalit!, 
degree t. Then 
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P(n) > (n- l)(t- l)+q for II= 1,2,... . 
On the other hand, there exist infinite words on Q with irrationality degree t such 
that 
P(n)=(n-l)(t-l)+q for n=1,2,.... 
For the lower bound we first derive a lemma on graphs and then apply it to 
some word graph connected with W. The existence result is obtained by the 
stardard method of interval exchange. 
If W is a word on Q such that lim,v_x: D;.AI/N = CE;, then we call ai the 
density of i in W Let us assume that each letter i of Q has some density, ~i, in W 
Then~~+cu~+...+~,=1andt=Dim~(alQ+azQ+...+~y~)iscalled 
the irrationality degree of cui, (~2,. ! ay. Note that t = 1 if and only if 
al,..., aq are all rational and t = q if and only if N 1,. , cyq are linearly in- 
dependent over Q. Furthermore, the irrationality degree of Wequals the irra- 
tionality degree of its densities. The theorem has therefore as an immediate 
consequence: 
Corollary. Let W be an infinite word on Q such that the letter i has density a; for 
i= l,... , q. Let t be the irrationality degree of N 1, . . ~ a+ Then 
P(n) > (n- l)(t- l)+q for n= 1,2,... 
There exist such words W with 
P(n)=(n-l)(t-l)+q for n=1,2,.... 
For q = t = 2, the corollary says that if W is an infinite word on { 1,2} and the 
letter 1 has irrational density ac, then P(n) 2 n + 1 for all n and there exist such 
words W with P(n) = n + 1 for all n. This is all well known. In 1938 Morse and 
Hedlund [MHl] showed that if P(n) < n for some n, then Wis ultimately peri- 
odic and therefore each letter has rational density. In 1940 they [MH2] in- 
vestigated the words W with P(n) = n + 1 for all n. There is now an extensive 
literature on these so-called sturmian words (or sequences), see e.g. Coven and 
Hedlund [CH], Lothaire [L], Berstel [B], Tijdeman [T]. They correspond with 
Beatty sequences { Lnap* + pj},“_, or {[m-l + pl}~CO and continued frac- 
tions (see e.g. Stolarsky [St], Series [Se], Ito and Yasutomi [IY]). They can be 
generated by an exchange rule for an interval coding starting from [O,a![ and 
[CL’, l[. See Section 4 for the exchange rules. 
For q = t = 3, the corollary says that if W is in an infinite word on { 1,2,3} 
and the corresponding densities cyi, a~,1 - QI - QI~ are linearly independent 
over the rationals, then P(n) > 2n + 1 for all n. Words with 
(1) P(n) =2n+ 1 for n= 1,2,... 
have been constructed by exchange rules for interval codings starting from 
[O,Q~[,[CX~,(YI +QZ[,[(Y~ +cuz,l[. Arnoux and Rauzy [AR] proved that all 
minimal sequences with (1) which satisfy some combinatorial condition can be 
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represented by an exchange rule for an interval coding. Santini [Sal extended 
this work. Her work implies that there exist words with (1) which cannot be 
represented by such an exchange rule. Finally. Didier [Dl] gave a complete 
characterisation of the words W subject to (1) which are representable by an 
exchange rule for interval codings starting from the three intervals. 
The corollary is obvious for t = 1, since Wis a surjective map. An extremal 
word is given by W = 12.. .ql2.. .q12.. . q.. For t = 2 the corollary states 
that P(n) > IZ + 4 - 1 for all n, and that words with P(n) = II + q ~ 1 for all II 
exist. Words with P(n) = n + q - 1 for all II have been characterised by Ales- 
sandri [Al]. He showed that such words are transformations of sturmian words. 
Note that in case t = 2 all q letters have density in Q + QQ where IL is an irra- 
tional number. Didier [D2] extended Alessandri’s result to words with I’(n) 5 
n i-y - 1 for all sufficiently large II. Words with y = 2 and P(n) 5 II + k for 
some constant k were previously studied by Paul [P] and Coven [Cl. I am not 
aware of relevant results with q > 3 or t > 2. 
The lemma on graphs is proved in Section 2. The further proof of the theo- 
rem is given in Section 3. The general construction is described in Section 4. 
I thank N. Bruin and M. Keane for their comments and suggestions concerning 
the paper. 
1. .4 LEMMA ON GRAPHS 
Let G = (V, E) be a directed graph with vertex set Vand directed edge set E. We 
call G a (‘f-graph if there is a vertex tl/ such that for every 1’ E V there is a non- 
empty path in G from PI to 7’1. We say that a vertex has splitting number ti if 
there are exactly a’ + 1 edges with the vertex as starting point. For any pathp in 
G we call the number of times that a directed edge is used by p the p-passing 
number of the edge. The length of p is the number of edges on p each counted 
according to its p-passing number. The distance from I>() to C;I is the length of 
the shortest path from ug to 7’1. 
Lemma. Let G = (V; E) he u l?f-gruph. For euch verte.r 71 E V ne number the 
eu’ges .starting,from I? by a so-culled runking number 0. 1. d ,rlzere d + 1 is the 
splitting number oj’?: and 0 is assigned to an edge ~vhich is the beginning of’~ puth 
,fbn I: to ljf ofminimulpositive length. Let II~,I’~ E V. Then,.for t~ver.vpLlthp,fronl 
,~I~~ to I> 1. the p-passing number of each edge is u lineur combination of the length N 
ofp arid the p-passing numbers of the edges lvith positive tanking number. The 
lineur comhinution has rutionul coclfjcicients Ivhich are independent qfp. 
We mean by ‘independent ofp’ that the coefficients depend only on G, o().or. I’/ 
and the choice of the ranking numbers. 
Proof. Let m denote the number of vertices of G. Since the number of edges 
with ranking number 0 equals m, we can distinguish between two cases: 
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(a) there exists a vertex at which no edge with ranking number 0 ends. 
(b) at each vertex exactly one edge with ranking number 0 ends. 
Case (a). If u is a vertex at which no edge with ranking number 0 ends, then we 
know the sum of the p-passing numbers of the edges which end at w. Hence we 
know the sum of the p-passing numbers of the edges which start at v, namely 
the same sum increased by 1 if ‘u = vo and reduced by 1 if ‘u = ~1 and not 
changed otherwise. Since we know the p-passing numbers of the edges with 
positive ranking number, we can compute the p-passing number of the edge 
starting from v with ranking number 0 and its value is a linear combination of 
the p-passing numbers of edges with positive ranking number with integer 
coefficients independent ofp. Since the number of edges with ranking number 0 
and unknown p-passing number has become m - 1, there is either a vertex 
U’ # u at which no edge with unknown passing number ends or each vertex 
v’ # u is end point of precisely one edge with unknown passing number. In the 
former case we proceed with u’ as we did with U. The process can be continued 
until we reach the following situation (b’) which covers (b): 
(b’) There remains a subset I” of V such that at each vertex of V’ exactly one 
edge with ranking number 0 and unknown passing number ends and the 
p-passing numbers of all other edges are known and are linear combinations as 
in the statement of the lemma. From each of the vertices of I”, exactly one edge 
with ranking number 0 and unknown passing number emanates. 
Case (b’). The edges starting from I” with unknown passing number form a 
union of circuits. We claim that there is actually only one circuit. Note that for 
every vertex ‘u # of the distance from u to UU~‘ becomes smaller if from v the 
edge with ranking number 0 is taken. Thus every circuit composed of edges 
with ranking number 0 contains UU~. It follows that of E V’ and that the edges 
starting from I/’ with ranking number 0 form a circuit. 
The difference between the p-passing numbers of two consecutive edges in 
the circuit is equal to the difference between the sums of thep-passing numbers 
of the incoming and outgoing edges with known passing number with respect 
to the vertex w in between, increased by 1 if w = vo and reduced by 1 if w = w I. 
Hence that difference is a linear combination as described in the lemma and the 
p-passing numbers themselves are determined up to an additive constant which 
can be made the same for all edges in the circuit. If the sum of the p-passing 
numbers of all edges neglecting the additive constant is S, then the additive 
constant equals N - S divided by the length of the circuit. Since S is a linear 
combination as in the lemma, each p-passing number is such a linear combi- 
nation. This completes the proof. 0 
3. PROOF OF THE FIRST PART OF THE THEOREM 
Suppose there exist o( 1, . , ay, Was in the theorem with P(n) 5 (n - l)(t - l)+ 
q - 1 for some n E Z 2 I. Let m be the greatest integer such that P(m) > 
(m - l)(t - 1) + q. Then 1 5 m < n and P(m + 1) - P(m) < t - 2. Consider the 
directed graph with the P(m) distinct vectors (W(a), . . , W(a + m - 1)) as 
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vertices and the s := P(m + 1) distinct vectors ( W(a)T.. . , W’(a + m)) as direc- 
ted edge from (IV(a), ., W(a+m - 1)) to (W(u + l).. . . , W(a+m)). Note 
that every vertex is the starting point of at least one edge and that the sum of 
all splitting numbers equals r := P(m + 1) - P(m) 5 t - 2. Let II E Z, 1. 
The prefix IVv := { I+‘(a)},N=t,l” - ’ of W corresponds to a path pn; in G of 
length N starting from ~0 := {W(O), . . , W(m ~ 1)) and ending at 1’1 := 
{w(N), . , W(N + m - 1)). Note that G and 11~ are independent of N. Since 
there are at most P(~I) possibilities for ‘~1 while m depends only on W, there is 
an increasing sequence {NI,},:~, of positive integers such that 111 = ‘(11 (N,,) is 
the same for all h and NI is minimal. From now on let N be a number from this 
sequence. Then G is a vl-graph. We give a ranking number to each edge ac- 
cording to the lemma. Hence there are Y edges, el.. . er say, with positive 
ranking number. Suppose we know the p,y-passing numbers of these edges, 
nl~. ~ II,-, respectively. Then the lemma gives that the other p,v-passing num- 
bers, n,.+ 1. . . . . n,, corresponding to the remaining edges e, I I,. . P,,, can be 
computed and that there exists an (r + 1 j x s-matrix B with rational coefficients 
independent of nl.. . . . n, and N such that 
(2) (nl,nz . . . . . n,$) = (N,nl,..., q.)B. 
We have C:_ I nj = N. 
Put 
i 
1 if the first coordinate of e, isj 
Oil = 0 otherwhise 
for i = 1.. . s and j = 1,. . . q. Then Es_ l n;a;i equals the number DwCj) of 
occurrences of letter j in the prefix { W(a)}f7’d of W and the Uij’s are in- 
dependent of n,, . . 1 rzs and N. Let A be the s x q-matrix (U;j). Then A has in- 
tegers coefficients and 
(ni %. ,n,)A = (DN( l), % Dv(q)) 
where N belongs to the sequence {N,,}Fz l. On combining this with (2) we see 
that there is an (Y + 1) x q matrix M := BA with rational coefficients in- 
dependent of nl, , n, and N such that 
(N,ni.. .n,.)M = (D,v(l), .Dhr(q)) 
where N belongs to the sequence {NI,}:~ I. Note that the corresponding se- 
quence of vectors (I, $$. %, . , %) is located in the compact set 
{(l>XI% . . . . X,) 1 XI > 0,. .,.Y,. > 0.x, + f-u,- = 1). 
Let li = (I. ~1,. . . u,.) be a limit point of this sequence. Then there exists a sub- 
sequence {N,q}~FE I of {N,?}rl I such that 
,,“YX $+?V$!(l). DN,(2):. . . D,yL’(q)) = iiA4 
K 
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Since r < t - 2, this shows that the irrationality degree of W is at most 
r + 1 < t - 1. This contradiction proves the theorem. 0 
Remark. As remarked by Didier, the proof reveals that if W is a word with 
P(m + 1) - P(m) 5 t - 2 for some m, then the irrationality degree of W is at 
most t- 1. 
4. WORDS WITH MINIMAL COMPLEXITY 
The second statement of the theorem holds by definition if t = 1. Suppose t > 1. 
By using the method of exchange of intervals we construct words W = W,., 
with the properties 
(i) W is composed of q letters which occur with positive densities 
Q 1, ~2, . . . , ay, respectively; 
(ii) the irrationality degree of 011, ~22,. . , a4, hence of W, is t; 
(iii) the complexity of Wsatisfies P(n) = (n - l)(t - 1) + q for all II. 
According to the theorem the complexity is minimal for every n. 
Construction. Choose t linearly independent numbers ~1:. . . , at in the interval 
]0,1[suchthat(q~t+l)a~+~~+...+~~~=1.Divide[O,1[inqhalf-open 
subintervalsasfollows, [O,cx,[.[a,,2a,[,...,[(q-t)a:,,(q-t+l)a,[,[(q-t+ 
l)a~,(q-t+l)cr~+~~[,...,[(q-t+l)u:~+~~+...+a,_~,1[. The lengths 
of the intervals are oil, ~1,. , CYI, ~1x2,. . . , at, respectively. We write 1,2,. . . . q, 
respectively, if a real number is in the first, second, . . . , q-th interval modulo 1. 
We do so for the sequence {/uY~}T=~ (or for {koi + /3},“_, where ,R is any real 
number). Since cr I is irrational, the densities of the letters 1,2, . . ! q are equal to 
the lengths of the corresponding intervals, so (~1, a,, . ~ a,, ~12,. , a,, re- 
spectively. We call the constructed word W = {W(k)},“=,. 
Since properties (i) and (ii) are clear from the construction, it suffices to 
check (iii). The number of separation points between intervals on the unit circle 
[0, 1 [equals q. If we shift the separation points backwards along the circle by 011, 
then we obtain exactly t - 1 new separation points, viz. 
(all modulo 1). Each time we shift the separation points further backwards 
along the circle by cyi, there are exactly t - 1 new separation points. Hence, 
after n - 1 backward shifts we have a set S of q + (n - l)(t - 1) separation 
points. The crucial observation is that for any real number b, the word corre- 
sponding to {b, b + a,, b + 2~1,. . . , b + (n ~ l)ai} is completely determined 
by the pair s,s’ E S such that s,s’ are consecutive elements of S on the unit 
circle and b E [s, s’[. The reason is that, by construction, 1~ + ka 1, s’ + ka I[ does 
not contain a point of S for k = 0, 1, . . ~ n - 1. Thus the number of subwords 
P(n) of W is at most IS] = q + (n - l)(t - 1). By the theorem P(n) cannot be 
smaller. Thus P(n) = q + (n - l)(t - 1) for every n. 
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